
JANUARY 31, 19681 NO. 248 TYPE SWITCHES 
(Card No. 2) 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

No. 248D: A discriminator switch that receives 64 or 512 kHz pulses derived from a 1.024 MHz oscillator and a 64 or 512 kHz pilot fre
quency. Develops a de error voltage according to the phase difference between the two input signals which is then used to correct the local 
oscillator frequency in order to phase-lock to the pilot signal. Current requirement at 12 ± 1.2 volts is 15 to 25 ma. 

No. 248E: Generator locking flip-flop, counter alarm and generator alarm. Used to lock the "OR" gates, to generate alarm signals and 
to select generators either manually from the control panel or by signals from the generator alarm switching circuit to a flip-flop circuit. 
The flip-flop circuit is provided to lock the in-use generator signal gates "ON", the stand-by generator signal gate "OFF" . The output 
of the flip-flop is turned to "ON" or "OFF" by one of the following: select button (manual), signals from another No. 248E switch asso
ciated with another generator or signals from a No. 246F switch automatically initiated by failure of side in use. The counter alarm de
termines, by absence of a 6-volt peak to peak 4 kHz square wave, when a binary counter associated with the switch has failed and actuates 
the generator alarm to energize a minor alarm circuit. The generator alarm also energizes the minor alarm circuit when the local oscillator 
associated with the switch has drifted in frequency beyond prescribed limits. Current requirement at 12 ± 1.2 Vdc is 30 ± 20 ma. 

No. 248F: Generator phase-lock. Receives a 6-volt peak to peak 4 kHz square wave from each of two generators and two generators are 
out of phase, as indicated by the non-coincidence of the 4 kHz square waves, the No. 248F switch generates a pulse which causes the 
stand-by generator to advance. This same pulse drives a lamp circuit which lights when phase-lock has been achieved. The current 
requirementat 12 ± 1.2 volts is 10 to 25 ma. 
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